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Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 45

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from each Unit. Question No. 1 is compulsory.
All questions carry equal marks.

(Compulsory Question)

Short answer type questions :

(a) Write components of an HTML document. 2
(b) Design HTML code to create nested lists to indicate subgroups of information. 3
(c) HREF refers to ........... 2
(d) Differentiate ALIGN and VALIGN attributes in table. 2

P. T. O.
UNIT—I

2. Explain formatting of a text in HTML. Describe tags like Headings, ALIGN, LINE, breaks and preventing line break.

3. Discuss Web page and Web site design. Also write good practices recommended should be followed for design.

UNIT—II

4. (a) How would you set background colour for a web page?
    (b) Explain Directory and Menu lists.

5. Define and explain the role of URL (Uniform Resource Locator). Describe any three file transfer protocols.

UNIT—III

6. Write short notes on the following:
    (a) Hyper links
    (b) Relative path and Absolute path
    (c) Linking with images and graphics.

7. Differentiate with example:
    (a) Active link and Dynamic link
    (b) Sequential link and Hierarchical link.

UNIT—IV

(a) How would you create a table? Describe the procedure of dividing table into columns.
(b) How would you add a border to the table? 5,4

(a) Describe the change of colour of a cell and aligning the contents of cells.
(b) How would you give Header to the table columns? 5,4